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Abst ract - -Us ing  the numeration system associated to the substitution 1 --* 12, 2 --, 31, 3 ---* i, we 
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associated to this substitution. (~) 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
A substitution in a finite alphabet C is a map, l-I, from C to C* = U.>oC n the set of finite 
words in this alphabet. This map is extended to a map from C* into itself by juxtaposition, 
i.e., II(UV) = II(U)II(V), where U and V are words in the alphabet and YI(e) = e, where e 
is the empty word. This map can be extended to the set of one-sided infinite sequences in the 
alphabet C. We will denote by II these three different maps since the context is clear. We shall 
work with the alphabet {1,2, 3} and the substitutions 
1 --.12, / 1 --.12, 
H i :  2 --.13, and H2: 2 --.31, 
3 --*1, 3 --'1. 
Each of them have an unique fixed point: the sequence obtained as a limit of the iterations 
of the substitution to the symbol 1, i.e., 1-I~°(1) = 121312112... and H~°(1) = 123111212 . . . .  
These substitutions have the same incidence matrix, therefore, the same recurrence relation, 
the tribonacci recurrence relation, and the fixed points of each substitution have the same digit 
frequencies [1]. In spite of that, they have very different dynamical and geometrical properties. If 
we denote by p(n) the complexity of the fixed point of the substitution, we have for H1, that p(n) = 
2n + 1 [2,3] and for II2, that complexity oscillates in the following way: 2 < p(n + 1) - p(n) <_ 3. 
The Rauzy fractal of the first is simply connected [4] and the second is not simply connected [5]. 
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The self-similar structure of HI is well understood and it can be represented by a semigroup 
associated to the tribonacci numbers [6]. This self-similar structure plays an important rSle in 
the study of the geometrical structures associated to this substitution [3,7-10]. 
In this note, we define a binary operation on the natural numbers associated to the represen- 
tation of numbers defined by H2. Using this operation, we defined a semigroup on a subset of N 
which represents an IFS on the dynamical system associated to H2. In [6], we proved a similar 
result for II1. However, the methods used were different. 
The Fibonacci multiplication studied in [11-13] is another binary operation on N associated 
to substitutions. Other arithmetic semigroups have been studied in [14,15]. 
2. ASSOCIATED NUMERATION 
SYSTEMS AND PREF IX  AUTOMATA 
To each of these substitutions, we can associate a numeration system based in the prefix au- 
tomaton. For a general theory of automata, see [16]. The prefix automaton for the substitution H, 
which is either II1 or H2, is defined in [17] as follows. 
• Set of states = {1, 2, 3}. 
• Set of labels = Pref = (the proper prefixes of the words obtained by applying rI to the 
elements of the alphabet}. We admit the empty word e as a proper prefix. 
• Transitions: if p, q are states of the automaton and W a word of Pref, then there exists a 
transition labelled by W from p to q, if and only if the word Wq is a prefix of H(p). 
• Initial state = 1. 
Let Jr1 and ~42 be the prefix automaton of i l l  and H2, respectively. They can be seen in Figure 1. 
A1 A2 
Figure 1. The prefix amounts. 
THEOREM 1. (See [17].) Let U be a nonempty prefix of u, the fixed point of the substi- 
tution II. Then there exists an unique path in the prefix automaton, starting from 1 and 
labelled by (W(n) ,W(n - 1),..., W(O)) such that W(n) ~ e, the empty word, and U = 
Hn(W(n)) I I " -1(W(n-  1)) . . .  W(0). Conversely, to any such path, there correspond a prefix 
of u, given by the above formula. 
According to this theorem, we can write uoul.. .  Un-x, the word formed by the first n symbols 
of u as follows: uoul. . ,  u, -x  = IIk(W(k)) . . .  rI(W(1))W(0). Therefore, n = [Hk(W(k))l + . . .  + 
[II(W(1))[ + [W(0)h where [W I denotes the length of the word W. Hence, we have a numeration 
system based in the prefix automaton. 
See [18] for a general version of Theorem 1 and [19] for numeration systems based in linear 
recurrence relations and finite automata. 
The numeration system that correspond to Hi is the tribonacci Zeckendorff representation, 
i.e., the representation based in the recurrence relation 
gn+3 = gn + g.+l + gn+2, for n _> O, 
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with initial conditions go = 1, gl = 2, and g2 = 4. The numeration system based in the 
substitution II2, i.e., given by the automaton ,42 is not associated to a linear recurrence relation. 
We define a binary operation on the natural numbers as follows: let ak . . .ao  and bl. . .  b0 be 
the representation f n and m according to the prefix automaton ,42. We define 
n * m = (ak. . .  ao) * (b/.. .  bo) = I111+k(bl) ' ' '  1- Ik (bo)Hk- l (ak -1 )  . . .  I I(al)ao 
Observe that if bl •. • boak_ l  . .  • ao is a path in ,42 ,  then we have n • m = bi • . .  boak-1  • • ao.  This 
operation is not associative on all N, e.g., 
2 * 3 = (le) * (13) = ]II2(1)II(3)el = 5 = 13e, 
(2 * 3) * 4 = (13e) * (lee) = ]114(1)113(e)112(e)11(3)el = 14, 
3 * 4 = (13)  * ( lee )  = [113(1)n2(e)rI(e)3[ = s = leel,  
2 * (3 * 4) = (le) * ( leel)  = ]114(1)H3(e)H2(e)11(1)e] -- 15. 
However, it is associative on some subsets of N. We shall find some of these sets. Let nl = 131 
and n2 = lee1, and G the set generated by nl and n2 under the operation *. 
THEOREM 2. (~, *) i s  a semigroup .  
PROOF. Let ak . . .ao  and bl. . .bo be the representation of ni and nj. Since the paths that 
represent nl and n2 ended at the state 2 and the final symbol is the same as the starting symbol 
of their representations, i.e., bo = ak. We have that bl • . .  boak-1  . .  • ao is a path on ,42. Therefore, 
the operation * is associative on G. Let n, m, and m ~ be elements of G: 
n • (m • m') = (ap. . .  ao) * f ibs . . ,  bo) * (cq.. .  c0)) 
= (ap . . .ao )*  (Cq . . . cobs_ l . . .bo )  
= Cq . . . cobs_ l  . . .boap-1  . . .ao  
= (bs . . .boap-1 . . .ao )*  Ca... co 
= ( (ap . . .ao )  * (bs . . .bo) )  * Ca . . .  Co 
= (n  • m)  * mr .  | 
REMARK 1. In [6], we proved, using different echniques, a similar result for HI. In this case, the 
representations are given by the automaton ,41. The set ~o is generated by nl = le, n2 = lel ,  
and ns = le l l .  Also, in this case the binary operation is defined for all natural number. However, 
it is only associative in 7 ) . 
REMARK 2. If we consider nl = 131, n2 = lee l , . . .  ,nr = 1 ~ 1, and the set O(r); the set 
r--times 
generated by these r numbers under the operation *, we get by the same argument that (G(r), .) 
is a semigroup. 
3. ADIC SYSTEMS 
The dynamical system associated to the substitution II is (~,a)  where a is the shift, i.e., 
a(vov lv2 . . .  ) = V lV2 . . .  and ~ = {an(u) I n E N*}. The closure is taken in the product opology 
of {1, 2, 3} N" . This dynamical system admits an equivalent representation. Let 
iV= {a=a0a l . . .  6 Pref N" l an . . .ao i sapath inA ,  for a l lnEN*} ,  
where ,4 is the prefix automaton of 11. The addition by 1 in Af is well defined, since all finite paths 
in ,4 correspond to natural numbers. Therefore, we have the dynamical system (iV', (+1)), which 
is called the adic system of 11. This dynamical system is topological equivalent to (12, e) [4,20]. 
See [21,22] for more details about adic systems. 
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4. SELF -S IMILARITY  
The system (Af, (+1)) is auto-induced, i.e., the following diagram: commutes 
j~ (+I)) JV" 
1 
N~ (+i) /V'~ 
N 
where T(aoal. . . )  = eaoal. . . ,  A/'~ = {a E Af I a0 -- e}, and (+1) is the induced map of (+1) 
in A/'e. This property generates a self-similar structure on the adic system. 
On (A f, (+1)), we define the iterated function system (IFS)--for the general definition of IFS 
see [23, p. 82]--{F1, F2, F3}, where F1 = r and F2 = (+l)T(+l)v,  and F3 = (+I)T 3. This IFS 
gives a self-similar structure on A/', since (FI(Af), F2(Af), F3(A/')} is a partition of the space. 
This self-similar structure can be represented by the semigroup (G(3), *) as follows: we define 
the operators O(n) : A/" --* A/', where n E g(3), such that O(nl) = r, O(n2) = (+1)~(+1)% and 
O(n3) = (+ l ) r  3, with the property O(ni * nj) = O(ni) o O(nj). Therefore, any subset generated 
by the IFS, i.e., Fi, 0. . -  Fik (Af), can be described as O(nil o...  nik)(Af). This is the equivalent of 
[6, Theorem 2], where it was proved that semigroup (P, *) of Remark 1, represents the self-similar 
structure of the dynamical system associated to H1. This self-similar structure is defined by the 
IFS {% (+l)T 2, (+l)'r(+l)~-2}. 
REMARK 3. In [6], the operators O(n) where defined, for all n E N. However, they have the 
property O(n * m) = O(n) o O(m) only when n, m E 7 ). 
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